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kerosene

there are satisfactory methods of burning almost any desired

quantity in a lamp and converting any sulphur ,
whether free or

combined, into sulphuric acid. This is titrated with standard

alkali or weighed as b. riurn sulphate. For less vole tile oils

one of the various comb methods is usually employed. Not more

than 0.5 to 0.8 g of the oil can be burned in a determination,

so that if it contains only a few hundredths of a per ; ent of

sulphur, the volume of N/10 alkali used in the titration, or the

weight of barium sulphate found, is quite small. The bomb meth-

od is therefore not entirely satisfactory for determining the

percentages of sulphur in highly refined oils, or for investi-

gations in which the amount of sulphur must be followed closely.

The method here c,escribed has been found accurate, a.nd

although a determination takes longer than one by means of the

bomb, it has some advantages. Only ordinary laboratory equip-

ment is needed, as much as 2. o g of oil can be burned at a

time, and several determinations can be run simultaneously.

The method is not applicable to gasoline, which is lost by

evaporation during the preliminary treatment ,
but it can be used

for kerosene and all petroleum products up to asphalt; if the
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latter will melt on the steam-"bath.

The procedure was described in a preliminary paper (J.

Ind. & Eng. Chem.
,
vol. 12, pp. 483-5 and 613; 1930), and

later in Bureau of Standards Technologic Paper No. 177, which

is out of print. The description in the latter is the mere

complete "because it tells how to apply a correction for the

error caused by the occlusion of salts by the precipitated

brrium su lphat e

.

METHOD

According to the suspected percentage of sulphur in the

material, weigh from 0.5 to 3.5 g in a 100-cc porcelain

crucible, add a measured volume of concentrated nitric acid

which has been saturated with bromine, and at once cover the

crucible with a watch-glass. For weights of oil up to 1.8 g,

5 cc of the acid is enough; for greater weights of oil use

8 cc of the acid. When rather volatile oils, or those which

smell of hydrogen sulphide, are analyzed, the crucible should

be kept covered as much as possible during the weighing, and

each portion of oil should be trea.ted with nitric acid as

soon as its weight is known, and not be left until the dupli-

cate portion is weighed.

Pla.ce the covered crucible on the side of a. steam-bath

and digest for 30 minutes or more. Unless the contents show

signs of foaming over, then heat in direct contact with the

steam for two or two and one-half hours. Remove the crucible

from the bath and add cautiously in small portions 10 or 13 g
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5 cc of nitric acid n's used,
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of anhydrous sodium carcanate if

or 16 to 18 g if the volume of acid vail 8 cc. Lift the natch-

glass a little and by means of a spatula or small scoop throw

some of the c&rbonat e against the sice of the crue i ole ,
about

half way down. In this way the soda is introduced so as to

coot the wail of the crucible all around, and with little

danger of loss by foaming over. With some oils it is neces-

sary to start the reaction, after two or three portions of

soda have been added ,
by slightly tilting the crucible, "’hen

all oi the soda, has been added, rinse the cover into the

crucible with a. little hot water, and at once thoroughly mix

the contents by means of e glass rod about 13 cm long and 4 mm

thick. Spread the pasty mass around on the w,:!l of the cruci-

ble half or two-thirds of the ~ray to the top. Leave the rod

in the crucible, which is placed on a steam-oath or in an oven

at about 100 °C until the contents are dry. Then piece the

crucible in an inclined position on a wire triangle and start

the ignition over a. low flame, '"hen more than a gram of oil

has been taken for a determination, there is a tendency for

it to burn too briskly, cut this can be controlled by judicious

use of the stirring rod, with which the burning portion is

scraped away from the rest. When part of the mass has burned

nearly white, work more of the unburned material into it, and

sc on until all of the organic matter is destroyed. It is

necessary to hold the crucible with tongs during this operation.

Towards the end of the ignition the flame cam be increased
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somewhat, hut it is rarely necessary to heat the crucible to

redness. Each' ignition requires about 30 minutes. It is not

safe to make ignitions in a muffle because the reaction can

not be controlled and many determinations will be lost by

spattering, even with covered crucibles.

According to the amount of oil taken, and its action on

the nitric acid, the mixture of sodium sa.lt s after the

ignition varies from granular to pasty when hot. In the

latter case it is easier to burn all of the carbonaceous

matter. After cooling, the crucible, placed upright in a

400- cc beaker, is filled just to the brim with we ter. After

the bits of the melt on its upper part hove dissolved, tilt

the crucible on its aide, cover the beaker -and digest on a

steam-bath. Tnen all has dissolved from the bottom of the

crucible, remove the latter from the beaker by means of

the gl a s s rod and rinse it inside and out with a. little hot

water. Filter the solution to remove specks of carbon, bits

of glass rod, etc.
,
wash the first beaker and pour the washings

through the filter. TT"Q washings of the beaker, with enough

water each time to fill the 7-cm filter-paper, will suffice.

The filtrate and washings are caught in a beaker of suitable

capacity — 350 cc ’"hen the smaller amounts of nitric acid and

soda, were used, and 4-00 cc when the larger. The beakers

should .ce marked at the 175-cc, or 380-cc levels, respectively.

Acidify the filtrate with hydrochloric acid (3:1.) and

add 3 (or 5) cc in excess, a 3-mm strip of congo red paper

is used as outside indicator, cut in most cases the sudden
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clearing up of a slight turbidity (aluminum hydroxide from

attack of the crucible during the ignition) is almost as
f
,ood

a sign. The neutralization proceeds more safely if part of

the acid required is placed in the covered beaker into "Tiich

the filtrate flows. About 15 (or 35) cc can be put into -the

beaker. After all of these operations the total volume of

the solution shauld not exceed 175 (or 230) cc. If it is not

that much, make up to the required amount by adding water.

Heat on the ste-em-b. th and then add 10 (or 16) cc of a solu-

tion of barium chloride which contains 10 g of the crystallized

salt in 100 cc. Continue the digestion on the steam-b th

until the solution clears. Next day filter off the precipi-

tate, wash, ignite and weigh it, and either calculate the

corresponding "eight of sulphur, or re~d it from the graph

described further on.

It is well known to chemists, but a fact generally

ignored in the determination of sulphur, that barium sulphate

always occludes some of the salts which are in the solution

from which it is precipitated. In working out the details

of the method just described it seemed best to keep down the

volume of the solution in order to lessen the error due to

the slight solubility of barium sulphate. Some oils low in

sulphur yield only a few milligrams of precipitate, and

the error would not be negligible. As the amount of sodium

carbonate could not be decreased without running the risk of

having the ignition proceed too rapidly , it was realized that

the barium sulphate precipitate ^oula be quite impure. The
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correction to be applied nr s determined . s suggested by

Johnston ' nd Adorns (Jour. Amor. Chem. Soc.
,
vol. 33, pp.829

845; 1911) , by adding known amounts of sodium sulphate to the

difference between the calculated weight of be.rium sulph tc 'nd

thot of the precipitate. The error was found to be pr: cticaily

5 per cent for weights of precipitate up to 300 mg. The devi

tions from this are too slight to be considered. ' Of course

this correction is to be r.ppliod only "Tien the conditions of

' ciaity and concentration of sodium suits nre ~s described

above. A p- ecipitate weighing 200 mg is equivalent to 190 mg

of pure brrium sulphate, or to 26.1 mg of sulphur. Hence the

factor for calculating the sulphur content of the precipitate

is 0.1305, which is 95 per cent of the usual factor 0.1374.
I

By me ns of the accompanying graph the corrected weight of

sulphur can be read directly from the weight of barium sulphate

found.

The following t bio shows how the procedure is changed

according to the weight of sample taken for a determination.

For the great majority of oils the "mounts in the first

column are ample.

Weight of sample 0. 5-1. 8 g 1. 8-2. 5 g

Vol. nitric acid-bromine o cc 8 cc

Weight of sodium carbonate 10-11 g 13-18 g

Excess hydrochloric acid(3:l) 3 cc 5 cco cc

Vol. of solution before
"doing barium chloride . . 175 cc 280 cc

Vol. of barium chloride sol. 10 cc 16 cc
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Of the regents used, the sodium cuboir-te is most likely

to contain sulphur compounds tiv't -Jill affect the rnr lysis.

A clank, using the full amount for - determin' tion, should

he run on each new supply of it.

SUGGESTIONS

The sod? need not be neighed, but can be measured uith

sufficient accuracy in - small procelain crucible, or in a

small, graduated gl^ss tube. The "bulking value" of differ-

ent samples of soda depends upon the size • nd porosity of

the grains. It is a simple matter to find out v.Tint volume

11 (or 17} g of e~ch ne^ lot of it occupies.

The flame over which the ignition is made should be free

from sulphur. Instead of using city g?s, it is best to feed

the Bunsen burner with ?, mixture of air and the vapors of

petroleum ether. A convenient arrangement c~n be made by

placing a layer of large glass beads, 'bout 4 cm deep, in a

Drechsel g-'s-wahhing bottle, a„nd covering the be'ds with 3 or

4 cm of petroleum ether. Air blown through the bottle from

the laboratory compressed air system or other suitable source

"ill carry over enough of the vapor to maintain a good flame.

If the bottle has been used for a long time without emptying

out the "heavy ends" of the ether, it may have to be set in a

beaker or can of warm water. Usually, however, the flame tends

to be smoky ~t first, until the evaporation chills the ether

and lessens its volatility. In extreme coses it may be

necessary to add some mineral spirits (turpentine substitute)
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to the ether, if the oottl e h" s seen clc'Mied r

th"'. t the nir-v.oor mixture mil 1 be poor enough

fluTUG . The sise of the fleme should be djust

.nd not by rcgul ting the c.ir supply •

1110 gummed lubeIs uhi cli m . ,J. i\. u J.1 e be hers ’

indefinitely, in spite of m-Miy u: silings, if tin

on both sides ••'hen applied ,
"1loucd to dry tho

y.~ "/t xipro ofed by Terming ov or e smell flume end

pie ce of pe.rsf fin.

The close ngr cement t h' t con oe expected '

° nr lyses is snoun by the folio^ing f igures. T.

sel ect ed only to sho” e wide rcinge in sulphur

not DCC M 'use of their conco rh?.nce.

Percent-"' ges of Sulphur Found

Ferosenes Out

1

1
'

0.03 0.01 0.03 0.10 0. 35 1.6
0.03 0.03 0.07 0.10 0.85 1.3.

0.03 0.03 0.07

Lubr i c it i ng Oils Asp'

0.007 0 .08 0.54 0.49 0 . 85 1.97 0.35
0.007 0 .09 0.54- 0.47 0 . 83 3.03 0. 37

The first tuo ~ ne.lyse s mo. 0.0 Oy the method

on o. toppcd Mexican crude oil. The results ue:

.VG )lUv

“ill re:".: in on

7'i'cn

ese ^ere

1.13 S.10

per cent.
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READING THE CORRECTED WEIGHT OF SULPHUR
FROM THE WEIGHT OF PRFCTPTTATF
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